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0 of 0 review helpful Whoa Dreamweaver By LadyOberon This was a fantastic book that was finished way too soon in 
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my opinion I can t say enough about this book so I m going to keep this review minimal I have a fascination with lucid 
dreaming sleep studies parallel realities ghosts haunted houses and most things paranormal or otherworldly If you 
enjoyed the psychology and fear aspect of the movie The Haunting base Finally available in America the debut novel 
from the author of The Tooth Fairy and Dark Sister It began as an experiment in college a seemingly harmless 
investigation into lucid dreaming the ability to control one s dreams But they stayed too long on Dreamside and now 
ten years later the dreams have returned returned to upend their adult lives The dreams of youth fade if you re lucky If 
not they can consume you and w Graham Joyce writes the kind of novels we keep hoping to find but rarely do 
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